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Market Commentary                       Winter 2017 

Trumpeting in the New Year 

To our way of thinking, 4Q16 can aptly be characterized as a rather perfect study in behavioral finance, as 

investors were so heavily and swiftly influenced by the dichotomous political forces of the pending 

Presidential election.  

Through September, the broad equity market as measured by the Russell 3000 had posted a very 

respectable +8.2% return which finally materialized after a very turbulent first six months and a solid third 

quarter.  Then, on the back of increasing uncertainty over the upcoming election outcome, stocks 

relinquished   some (2.2%) in October, paring gains back to just over a +6.0% return on the year.   

Notwithstanding the election eve’s sudden – and, at first blush, ominous - market downdraft, Trump’s 

next day surprise victory ignited stocks to more than double their gains over the remaining eight weeks 

of 2016.   By year end, equities had been lifted to a calendar performance of just over +12.5%.   In the few 

short days that followed the election results, the “Trump effect” was born and continued to sustain its 

euphoric grip on stocks throughout most of January, advancing the Dow, S&P 500 and NASDAQ indexes 

all to historic highs before moderating with January’s close.      

Across these equity markets, value stocks had been whipping growth stocks for most of the year only to 

widen the gap further following Trump’s win.   Similarly, in terms of stock capitalization, the smaller the 

stock’s size the better it performed before outright surging after the election.   When the dust had settled, 

some of the very best absolute performance on the year was found in small cap value stocks.   The 

benchmark Russell 2000 value index had topped +27%.   

Concurrently, while equity investors grew giddy over the late year surge, bond holders began to shudder 

as the 10 year Treasury yield quickly spiked (+115bps) or more from its mid-summer historic low of 1.36%.   

Following suit, all bond yields reacted similarly and dramatically over the quarter to send bond prices into 

a downdraft not seen since 2013’s short-lived Taper Tantrum.   On a total return basis, all manner of bonds 

- but for high yield - felt the slashing sword of rising yields over the final stanza.   The worst quarterly hit 

came from municipal bonds which posted a -4.0% decline on the quarter, followed by investment grade 

corporates which fell by -3.0%.  The more speculative equity-like high yield space, however, posted a 

positive return just short of 2%.   And so, as the curtain closed on the year, the bond markets had given 

up virtually all of its year’s accumulated gains in a matter of days to close nominally negative or flat.  The 

core factor weighing so heavily on this swift price consolidation was the new President’s economic 

platform aptly dubbed Trumponomics   and the speed with which it impacted investor behavior.   Cash 

flows migrated virtually overnight away from bonds for preservation and into stocks for the promise of 

growth.  Another contributing factor, albeit - we think - less pronounced impact, was the Federal Reserve’s 

decision to raise the funds’ rate at its December meeting (only the second time in two years) and the 

announcement that it was “penciling” in the possibility of 2-3 more hikes by 2018.    
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As we digest the markets’ moves of the last eleven or twelve weeks we are rudely reminded that there is 

perhaps nothing more swift-moving than investor sentiment and the immediate discount effect registered 

by the markets.  In this case, excessive system liquidity may have been a major enabler - perhaps even an 

exacerbator - of the seismic shift.    Nonetheless, we believe investors reacted too quickly, measurably 

and, arguably, too prematurely to the promises of Trumponomics whose core agenda embraces swift 

deregulation, tax reform and infrastructure spending.   This new direction understandably infers near-

term meaningful economic growth, which in turn infers inflation and rising interest rates;   most, if not all, 

of which have indeed sorely been missing since the Great Recession.   

But the sober observer knows that for every policy enacted there are likely to be unintended 

consequences: positive and negative.  All agree that corporate tax amnesties and swift tax reform will 

spur economic growth.  At the same time, however, pronounced protectionism and so–called border 

adjustments in the vein of America First could have unintended consequences which may mitigate or 

altogether negate the growth prospects associated with the intended reforms.   Similarly, hard lines on 

immigration may do well to revive a grand nationalist spirit - but at the street level closing the door on H-

1B visas may have unintended consequences for tech companies, most of whom are in dire need of skilled 

labor.   And while infrastructure spend promises jobs, wage growth, increased consumption and a myriad 

of benefits for the economically sensitive stock sectors, a complex bureaucracy is likely to extend the lead 

time before shovels actually hit the ground.  And finally, there is the matter of establishing new foreign 

policy amidst the ever-present geopolitical risks that transcend every administration and which will 

assuredly surface as policy shifts are proclaimed.    

So, while we are convinced that behavior, not fundamentals, has driven this stock market to be 

overbought, we similarly believe that bonds have been oversold.   As is usual, somewhere in the middle 

lies the real balance.  And while steadily improving macroeconomic conditions appear to warrant our 

moving beyond what have been the lowest interest rates in US history, logic suggests it  is a relatively safe 

bet to disbelieve the premature notion (like the behavior before it) that we have somehow entered a  

secular bear bond market.   

With that as our analysis, we will remain decidedly cautious and deliberate - but vigilant - and with an 

intense focus on investment fundamentals, not sentiment.  When changing fundamentals direct that a 

move be made it will be done with confidence across our client portfolios.   Until then, the promise of 

Trumponomics must be seen to edge closer to reality.   We think there is still plenty of time for that.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


